RAE-B will have four 750' gravity gradient booms, a passive damper system, and six freon reaction jets. The jets will be used for spin vector control early in the mission before deployment of the booms and capture by the gravity field. The purpose of the study was to investigate the feasibility of a suggestion, raised by GSFC personnel, to also use the jets for attitude stability augmentation during or after boom deployment if an emergency situation is encountered or if unsatisfactory performance of the damper system is experienced. Feasibility hinged largely on whether or not properly timed force pulses could alleviate attitude librations or tumbling on RAE-B without generating intolerably large boom vibrations. The difficulty arises because the long booms will be extremely flexible, and the force outputs of the jets will be comparatively large.
The material which has been included in the paper is not limited to satellites of the RAE-B configuration. Instead, it is directly applicable to virtually any satellite which is stabilized by the passive gravity gradient method and includes one or more reaction jets. While the analytical methods which are employed do have some potentiality for extension to other types of control, the study is devoted almost entirely to techniques, particularly reaction jets, which provide damping or control by the application of external forces to the system. Particular difficulty has been encountered due to thermal bending of the long booms which usually are needed to obtain adequate moments of inertia.
The yaw motion on triaxially-stabilized satellites has been very troublesome. Many systems which are intended to improve the performance by supplementing the gravity forces by semi-passive, semi-active, or active control have been proposed, and some have been built and tested in orbit . Reaction jets are one of the methods by which performance can be augmented. Emergency control of satellites which are strictly passive during normal operation is one potential application; this concept should be potentially attractive on satellites, such as RAE-B, where a jet system already is required for other purposes.
If active control forces are to be applied to satellites with highly .
nonrigid parts, such as inertia booms, careful consideration must be given to the excitation of the elastic vibration modes. At present, there is considerable interest in the dynamics, stability, and control of nonrigid / rt satellites . The present study emphasizes nonrigidity effects. It is applicable to situations in which the purpose of the active control is to attenuate the attitude motions without generating unacceptably large structural vibrations and also to cases where attenuation of both the initial attitude and structural motions ia desired. Ihe work can be applied to rigid satellites by deleting the nonrigidity portions of the mathematical results. The study is devoted to the basic dynamics aspects of the control problem. The related problem of atate estimation is given only secondary attention.
The attitude control of rigid satellites by jets has been studied in numerous previous papers. A partial listing is given as Refs. 9 to 13.
The present study differs from earlier ones mainly in that (1) The" Hamiltonian used here is the H of the nonrigid satellite's mechanical state X relative to the rotating local vertical-orbit pole coordinate frame R under the approximation that the orbit is Keplerian.
It will be assumed, as necessary, that the active control forces u are balanced so that they do not alter the orbit. Consider first the idealized case of a circular orbit and negligible disturbances and internal damping.
Assume that all three moments of inertia are unequal, that the satellite includes no parts -such as free rotors-whose motion is not constrained by stiffness forces, and that it is passive except for the control jets.
When U = 0, the satellite then will possess time-invariant stable equilibrium states JC e/ ,. H can be defined in such a manner that it is zero when -(Dk. X = JC SC . H then will be positive for anyX ^a 3<? * it also win be timeinvariant when U -0 regardless of theX motions. H thus can serve as a metric of the displacement of X-from X Se . The purpose of the on-board control system can be regarded as being to drive H to the smallest possible assumes that H is expressed as a function of generalized coordinates q, time t, and generalized momentum rather than q, t, and velocity which will be used • here. To obtain H, consider a mechanical system whose configuration is specified by an mxl coordinate vector q. Using subscript summation convention, H and the Lagrangian L can be expressed as follows:
where
The operations required to derive the desired H equation are (a) substitute 18 Bq. (2) The purpose of the active control can be regarded as being to reduce H and /or to maintain it small. The present paper will employ as a basic control principle the tenet that none of the individual jets ever should act directly to increase H. When any jet »< is fired, the correct polarity of its force C/ then is opposite to the instantaneous velocity ^^ . This policy is not optimal in all problems. The solutions of minimum time problems, 11 such as the rigid gravity gradient satellite one considered by Zach , fre- In applications where fuel utilization efficiency is the main requirement, a simple on-off policy consists of (1) turning each indit vidual jet e( on at times when its \^4^ I is close to a local maximum and (2) de-energizing o< when //l/j^l has been reduced to zero or a specified nonzero value. The policy can be modified as necessary to incorporate constraints on the control, such as employing the jets in pairs. The nearmaximum | W^rfl criteria for energizing the jets is abated in applications where rapid H reduction is more important than fuel economy. By driving the f\r\JA *s to zero a sufficient number of times it can be anticipated that, in the absence of disturbances, a condition will be reached wherein the betweenpulse values of the rt/Cu's remain negligibly small. This signifies that any remaining motions of the satellite are in uncontrollable modes, and no farther reduction of H by jet firings is possible.
The studies to be presented in the following two sections require 
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RECTANGULAR PULSE MODEL OF CONTROL FORCES
In the present section, the active control forces will be approximated as rectangular pulses. This representation alleviates, to a considerable extent, the impulse model difficulties noted at the end of the previous section. The on-off control policy discussed earlier will be used. The problem which will be considered is the computation of the optimum pulse duration 'Y when the "height" of the force pulse and the satellite's dynamic state -Xo at the start of the pulse are known. In an actual application, the 1 pulse durations would have to be determined a priori by such a computation if lags or other deficiencies in the sensor system prohibit a "closed loop"
determination of the proper jet shut -off points using real-time information.
An analytical investigation using non-impulsive control forces re- In applications where U is constant over the time intervals that the linearized, constant coefficient model is to be used, P can be included by adding it to k'^. as an additional stiffness effect. It is not certain that P^ will be negligibly small with respect to K/^in all cases. The first three P*~ rows appear to be potentially comparable in size to the similar k/>^ rows whose elements are nonzero solely because of gravity gradient and centrifugal forces. It is believed, however, that omission of P tf usually should be v r justifiable largely on the grounds that is much smaller than J ^ U . Consequently, P*^ will not be included in the remainder of the paper.
Making the above-noted modifications to Eq. (12) and performing similar operations on Eq. (7) a CCC are determined to be
Assuming that the CCC is ended by de-energizing a jet because its terminal AST -condition is reached rather than by energizing a new one, the CCC end w A time can be computed using Eqs. (15a) and (17) . The computation consists of a determination (by iteration for example) of the first time point at which the cut off Af^ is reached by any of the jets that are in use. An equation for the ^H due to jet action during the CCC can be derived using Eqs. (6), (15a), and (17). The result is
As was noted previously, a drawback of the pure H reduction criteria for establishing control laws is that it potentially can generate unacceptably large structural vibrations even if the mathematical model can be considered perfect. On some satellites, this problem can be alleviated by employing the thrusters in sets so that the sensitivity of certain of the modes to the firing is reduced or eliminated. The present paper will consider the supplementary technique in which the jets are turned off prior to reaching thê
•J~^gK = 0 condition when necessary to prevent the magnitudes of critical structural modes from exeeding selected limits. This approach encounters some difficulty if the satellite is highly nonrigid and the attitude motions following the control application are sufficiently large that the subsequent structural dynamics are significantly influenced by nonlinear effects. The problem is that energy transfer due to nonlinear coupling, in principle at least, can cause the amplitudes of some of the vibratory modes to increase after the jets are shut off. This phenomena, however, will not be considered in the present work. The study, instead, must be restricted to cases where the previously-developed linearized model is adequate.
It will be assumed that, for the present purposes, internal damping can be considered negligible and that the 2n eigenvalues X< of the structural modes thus will be imaginary: \^ = / ^ • "J^^and ^ will be complex.
Since the modes'occur in complex conjugate pairs, only n need be included.
Using the rectangular control pulse approximation, Eq. (15b) can be integrated once to yield the following equations for the real (R) components of the modal motions. Let the ^ rotations be taken in the order noted in the preceding paragraph.
Noting that ]" ^ is the control torque <5-M , it then can be shown that 
